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Case Study –
Butterball
Problem
Butterball famously launched the brand’s Turkey Talk-Line
in 1981 to answer their customers’ most pressing turkey
questions in real-time. Helping consumers with nearly
100,000 questions throughout the holiday season,
Butterball wanted to make their experts available 24x7 via
Amazon Alexa to support home cooks when they need it
most, and without having to make a call or send a text
message.
Opportunity
The opportunity was to bring the knowledge and
comforting reassurance of the Talk-Line experts into
homes to answer questions and help holiday cooks make
the perfect Butterball turkey. With Alexa-enabled devices
often located in the kitchen, home cooks can use this
voice-first experience to get help when their hands are
busy. They can ask questions to help prepare, roast, carve
or stuff their turkey. They can even watch how-to videos
on Echo Show devices.

Case Study –
Butterball
Solution

Mobiquity built a skill that quickly answers common
questions and challenges faced by home cooks. The
core experience contains calculators to advise on the
size to buy, thaw time and cook times, taking the
guesswork out of the process for home cooks. It also
has step-by-step instructions for common questions
like how to prepare, roast, carve or stuff a turkey and
includes how-to videos on creating a successful meal
for screen-enabled devices like the Amazon Echo Show.
To maintain a strong personal connection to the brand
and the experts, the skill infuses actual voices of Turkey
Talk-Line experts - Marge, Beth and Christopher.
To keep cooks engaged and encourage a personal
connection, the experience contains the Talk-Line
experts bios, memorable stories and recipes.

Go-To-Market
Go-To-Market Approach
Butterball, Edelman (public relations
firm), and Mobiquity collaborated on
a major campaign during the 2018
and 2019 Thanksgiving Holiday
periods. Butterball featured a video
on their website and across all social
media channels.
Over the 2018 holiday period, this
campaign resulted in 1 billion
impressions and was featured on the
Today Show, WIRED Magazine, Food
& Wine, Delish, Digital Trends and
many more.

Amazon featured the skill on the
Alexa Skills Store Billboard and staff
picks, on Echo screens, in the Weekly
“What’s New with Alexa” emails and
the Thanksgiving Skills email
roundup.

Ad 1

Case Study Video

Trouble viewing the video? Paste this link into your browser.
https://youtu.be/W69Z_WurSZo
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Butterball’s Learnings

• It is very worthwhile to build brand
trust and delight by infusing audio
recordings
Talk-Line experts answer common
questions to create a personal
connection and brand consistency for
users.

• Adoption and engagement results
from a concerted and consistent
effort to drive awareness through
marketing channels.
Butterball invested in major
campaigns during Thanksgiving 2018
and 2019. The campaigns were
executed across email, media, social
channels, broadcast and online.

• Create a voice experience that is
consistent for Butterball customers
and support them wherever they
want to engage.
“The new Butterball Alexa Skill
reinforced the cultural relevancy of
the Turkey Talk-Line, resulting in 1
billion impressions, which kept the
brand top of mind.”
Rebecca Welch,
Senior Brand Manager, Butterball

